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Abstract. The RoboCup rescue simulation competitions have been held since 2001. The experience gained during these competitions has supported the development of multi-agent and robotics based solution for disaster mitigation. The league consists of three distinct competitions. These competitions are the agent competition, the virtual robots competition, and the infrastructure competition. The main goal of the infrastructure competition is to increase every year the challenge and to drive the innovation of the league, while the agent and virtual robot competition are focused on developing intelligent agents and robot control systems that can cope with those challenges. This paper provides an overview on the current state-of-the-art in the league and developments and innovations planned for the future.

1 Introduction

Robots are designed to do work in dull, dirty and dangerous environments. A disaster can be classified as dirty and dangerous. In several occasions rescue robots were applied after a disaster, as described by Murphy [1]. An example is the application of the Quince robot at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plant. The prototype of the Quince robot was developed at the RoboCup [2]. Yet, the typical application of a robot in this circumstance is the teleoperation of a single robot, while the scale of the disaster could benefit from a multi-agent approach.

The rescue simulation league (RSL) aims to develop realistic simulation environments for benchmarking intelligent software agents and robots which are expected to make rational decisions autonomously in a disaster response scenario. The RSL has two major competitions, namely the agent and the virtual robot competition. The agent competition consists of a simulation platform that resembles a city after an earthquake. In that environment, intelligent agents can actively mitigate the impact of the disaster and influence the cause of events after the disaster occurred. The agents have the role of police forces, fire brigades, and ambulance teams, and are mainly in charge to remove debris from the roads, extinguish fires, and to rescue civilians. The virtual robot competition has as its goal the study of how a team of robots can work together to get a situation assessment of a devastated area as fast as possible. This will allow first responders to be well informed when they enter the danger zone.

This paper builds upon the leagues’ status report from eight years ago [3]. In Section 2 developments and advancements of the rescue simulation league
during the last decade are described. Section 3 provides an overview on the current state-of-the-art of the league and Section 4 outlines developments and directions in the future.

2 Past 10 years: Rescue Simulation League

The RoboCup Rescue Simulation League (RSL) started in 2001. The RSL aims to develop simulation environments which benchmark the intelligence of software agents and robots with the capabilities for making the right decisions autonomously in a disaster response scenario. Both the two major competitions of the RoboCup Simulation League, namely the Agent and the Virtual Robot competitions are described in the subsequent sections.

2.1 Agent Competition

The rescue agent competition aims to simulate large scale disasters and to explore new ways of autonomous coordination of rescue teams as an approach of disaster relief after real world incidents [4, 5]. The competition consists of a simulation platform which resembles a city after an earthquake. For example, Fig. 1 depicts the simulation of fires and building collapse on a model of a virtual city. Teams of fire brigade, police and ambulance team agents try to extinguish fires and rescue victims in the collapsed buildings. Scoring is based on the number of victim saved on time and the number of buildings with fire damage. The problem of disaster mitigation requires the coordinated action of several heterogeneous and decentralized units. Due to the variation of different potential disaster scenarios, typically strongly diverse teams of actors are required rather than a single agent type. RSL fosters the development of algorithms for coordinating heterogeneous agents. Different types of intelligent agents can be spawned into the simulation environment for mitigating the effects of virtual threats, such as building collapse and fire. To this end, the agents may take on different roles such as police force, fire brigade, and ambulance teams each having different capabilities.

The overall goal is to develop robust software systems that are capable of efficiently coordinating large agent teams for Urban Search and Rescue (USAR). This goal raises several research challenges, such as the exploration of large scale environments in order to search for survivors, the scheduling and planning of time-critical rescue missions, coalition formation among agents, and the assignment of agents and coalitions to dynamically changing tasks, also referred to as extreme teams [6]. In the rescue domain, this issue is even more challenging due to restricted communication bandwidth. Moreover, the simulated environment is highly dynamic and only partially observable by a single agent. Under these circumstances, the agents have to plan and decide their actions asynchronously in real-time while taking into account the long-term effects of their actions.

Several authors tried to solve this challenge with a formal approach [7–9]. Their approaches are generally applicable, but still have difficulties to deal with real-time constraints when compared to heuristic approaches of specialized champion teams. To overcome this problem, the simulation league has initiated a new
type of challenge [10]. The idea is to extract from the entire problem addressed by the agents certain aspects such as task allocation, team formation, and route planning, and to present these sub-problems in an isolated manner as stand-alone problem scenarios with an abstract interface. As a consequence, participating teams can focus on their research on an aspect of the game, without having to solve all low-level issues. This challenge is more detailed described in Section 3.2.

Over the years the winning entries in the competition showed a strong focus on highly optimized computations for multi-agent planning and model-based prediction of the outcome of the ongoing incidents. Several techniques for multi-agent strategy planning and team coordination in dynamic domains have also been developed based on the rescue simulator. Nairo et al. [11] first described the task allocation problems inherently found in this domain. Ferreira et al. [8] evaluated solutions developed for distributed constraint optimization problems (DCOPs) using problems generated by the simulation. Ramchurn et al. [12] modeled the problem as coalition formation with spatial and temporal constraints (CFST) and also adopted state-of-the-art DCOP algorithms for solving CFSTs. Kleiner [13] identified and described the problem of scheduling rescue missions and also introduced a real-time executable solution based on genetic algorithms.

Furthermore, there has been substantial work on building information infrastructure and decision support systems for enabling incident commanders to efficiently coordinate rescue teams in the field. For example, Schurr et al. intro-
duced a system based on software developed in the rescue competitions for the training and support of incident commanders in Los Angeles [14].

**Urban disaster relief simulator (early releases)** The first rescue simulation package (version 0) has been released in 1999. This package was further improved and used until 2009. The server was mainly coded in the C/C++ language on FreeBSD. The structure, as shown in Fig. 2, is similar to the package of the soccer simulation league: A central kernel intermediates between the actions performed by the agents (shown within the dashed box) and the state updates computed by the simulators (shown as boxes around the kernel). The initial state and structure of the city model is provided by the GIS component, Communication between all modules is implemented by TCP/IP based message passing.

The purpose of this release was twofold. Firstly, to provide a challenging testbed to the robotics and multi-agent communities. Second, to develop through several competitions intelligent and efficient disaster relief strategies that can make contributions to mitigation solutions developed in the real world.

![Fig. 2. The structure of rescue simulation package](image)

**Urban disaster relief simulator (advanced releases)** The second simulation package (version 1) is written in Java and thus made the code much more accessible to participants during the last years. The new simulator uses area-models with polygonal representation of the road network for computing the traffic simulation. In contrary, previous traffic simulation adopted a simple...
graph structure to represent roads and intersections, which made the moving of agents rather simple. The new traffic simulation provides much more realistic situations, such as congestions, when multiple agents act simultaneously on the map. In order to simplify the implementation of path planning for participants, a SDK for navigation on the map is provided with the release.

During the last years, several variations of the basic competition setup were introduced. These variations were, for example, maps of constantly increasing size, an increasing of the number of agents that have to be controlled, an increasing number of fire ignition points, changing communication conditions between agents, also including no communication at all, and adding gas stations and water points. Also the simulators within each release were constantly improved. For example, teams from the league developed a more realistic fire simulator, a 3d viewer, and several other simulators and tools. Most of these improvements were essentially suggested through the Infrastructure competition.

In agent competition has organized itself with a maintenance committee. The committee maintains and implements new features for the simulator. Therefore, this maintenance committee also takes part in the rule discussion with technical committees.

2.2 Infrastructure competition

The infrastructure competition has started in 2004 with the purpose of promoting the development of new simulators and tools to continuously improving the rescue simulator. The simulation of various disaster situations turns out to be complicated and difficult to validate. Therefore, the infrastructure competition has been launched for supporting the maintenance and development of the simulator. For example, the fire simulator [15] and 3D viewer (Fig. 1) were both developed by the winner of the infrastructure competition in 2004.

The Aladdin project\(^4\), funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council, has strongly stimulated the conversion towards version 1 of the simulator. The original version of the simulator was chosen as the testbed for ALADDIN technologies and was further improved and extended as part of the project. The end-result is a well-engineered simulator with realistic traffic simulation (developed in collaboration with Meijo University) and GIS map conversion (in collaboration with Freiburg University) that allows disasters to be simulated in selected parts of any given map (OpenStreetMap or GIS formats).

Another simulator component proposed in the infrastructure competition, which is actively used, is the flood simulator [16], illustrated in Fig 3. Recently, also an extension towards flying robots has been proposed, both in the Virtual Robot [17] and Agent competition [18].

The winner of the infrastructure competition is expected to join the maintenance committees.

\(^4\) http://www.aladdinproject.org/robocuprescue/
2.3 Virtual Robot competition

RoboCup Virtual Robot competitions are being held since 2006. The competition attracts mainly academic teams from universities often with experience in the RoboCup Rescue Robot League. The important research issues related to the competition are:

Utility-based mapping - autonomous generation of maps from the fused data of multiple vehicles to be used by both robots and humans for exploration and marking victims.

Victim detection - automatic detection of victims from fused sensor data (image processing, acoustics, etc.).

Advanced mobility - robust control algorithms capable of autonomous navigation in small spaces on non-flat flooring.

Multi-robot control - the ability to control multiple platforms with a single operator in realistic environments means that the robots have to be semi-autonomous.

Originally a single scoring formula was used to evaluate the solutions associated with these issues. Simplified challenges were later introduced in 2009 to create more objective measures of performance. Each challenge was about a particular sub-problem with only one measure of performance and a corresponding automatic scoring tool. These challenges, namely mapping, navigation and coordination over a mesh network, were used for qualification for the semifinals. Since 2011 the challenges have been combined again into a single mission. The
goal is now defined in terms of an entirely automated scoring procedure. The scoring program is expected to allow for head-to-head competition between two competing teams. This also allows permanent installations of servers, each with its own world, which can be used for testing in preparation of the RoboCup. In this way, the teams can test their approach prior to the competition hence providing a lower barrier of entry for new teams. Furthermore, the scoring procedure takes into account the individual sub-problems solved in the comprehensive challenge so that the teams can assess their performance in all of the domains independently.

The main challenge for the teams is the control of a large team of robots (typically eight) by a single operator. This is state-of-the-art; the only real comparison is the champion of the Magic competition [19], where 14 robots were controlled by two operators. The single operator has to use high level commands (such as the areas to be searched, routes to be followed, etc.) but is also needed to verify observations whether or not one of the robots has detected a victim (based on color and/or shape). Due to poor lighting and the number of occlusions, the conditions are generally not favorable for automatic victim detection, and manual conformation is always needed. The approach to a victim is quite critical (the robot should come within the communication range ($< 1m$), but is not allowed to touch the body or any of the limbs). This means that the workload for the operator is quite high, providing an advantage for the teams which are able to automate the decision making within the robot team as far as possible, and only involve the operator when needed.

The shared map generated during the competition has a central role in the coordination of such large robot teams. This is where the sensor information selected to be broadcasted via often unreliable communication links is collected and registered. The registration process is asynchronous; some information may arrive at the base-station even minutes after the actual observation. There is no guarantee that the operator has time to look at this information directly, which implies that the map within the user interface has to be interactive and should allow the operator to call back observations that were made at any point of interest (independent of when the observation was made and by which robot). At the same time the registration process should keep the map clean (no false positives or wrong associations), because it is the area where the coordination of the team behaviors is done.

3 Current Rescue Simulation League

3.1 Overview

The main purpose of current simulator (version 1) is the benchmark for decision making for multi-agent systems [20, 7, 8]. By providing the benchmark framework of disaster relief simulator, it is possible to compare the effectiveness of the different approaches.

The initial purpose was mainly to stimulate contributions which could be directly applied in the real world. Yet, realistic planning problems include hundreds of agents, which stimulated the major version update from the earlier releases.
to the advanced releases. The current competitions include the challenge to plan optimal decisions for large teams of agents.

Changes of the number of pre-registered teams are shown in Table 1. In the Table 1, we can see the number of teams has become about half from 2010, and the number of teams has not been recovered yet. Besides, the rate of newcomers among the participants is rather low. This implies that our current approach is not attractive enough to extend our community.

Table 1. The numbers of teams participating in the Agent competition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following section we describe approaches the technical committee has undertaking in order to make the competition more attractive to a larger community.

### 3.2 Multi-Agent Challenge

Our first approach is to provide the useful benchmark framework, *RMasBench*. The RMasBench is a new type of challenge that has been introduced in 2011 [10]. The idea is to extract from the entire problem addressed by the agents certain research relevant aspects such as task allocation, team formation, and route planning, and to present these sub-problems in an isolated manner as stand-alone problem scenarios with an abstract interface. Consequently, the participating teams are able to focus more on topics relevant to their own research rather than dealing with all the low-level issues. At the current stage, *RMasBench* introduces a generic API for distributed constraint optimization problem (DCOP) algorithms and reference implementations of state-of-the-art DCOP solvers, such as *DSA* [21] and *MaxSum* [22].

### 3.3 Communication Library

The second approach is the development of a library that implements communication protocols for agents. The rescue simulation league releases every year the source codes from the top-three teams and the specific scenarios that were used during the competitions. However, it turned out that the code released by teams in the past is hard to be re-used by other researches. To solve this problem, we are developing the communication library, of which the first version has already been released. When teams use this communication library, it is easy to share their source code, since team approaches are based on the same communication protocol. This library might also allow to create something comparable to the drop-in challenge of the Soccer competition; the cooperation of fire-agents from one team with police-agents from another team.
3.4 Virtual evacuation with 3D viewer

The current 2D viewer is not very attractive for the audience. To solve this problem, the 3D viewer has been released for the earlier simulator (version 0). But, the viewer is not ported for the advanced simulator (version 1). Therefore, we also provide the challenge to develop new 3D viewer. Through this new 3D viewer, the spectator is embedded inside the disaster experience, which could be well used in the training of rescue forces (Fig. 4).

![3D viewer for the agent competition](image)

Fig. 4. 3D viewer for the agent competition

3.5 Evacuation simulator

By expanding the current simulator, an evacuation simulator has been developed [23]. It enables to simulate whether the evacuation instructions of commanders are effective or not. Besides, the situations are also directly visualized through the simulations. Also this extension could be used in the training of rescue force commanders.

3.6 Virtual Robot competition

The number of participating teams is relatively small (Table 2). The small number of teams is partly due to difficulty of the challenge, and partly due to the strict qualification rules of this competition. Yet, the potential for a large participation in this competition could be quite large, as is demonstrated with the 100 teams which have registered in the simulation track of the DARPA Robotics Challenge [24, 25]. Unfortunately, the RoboCup cannot offer the same prize money as the DARPA organization, so we should attract teams with our inspiring academic climate.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teams</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The challenge has the tendency to become harder every year. Semi-autonomy was always a pre-requisite to be able to control a large team of robots with a single operator. In 2013 a hands-off period of $k$ minutes was introduced in the rules; a period where the robots have to explore the environment fully autonomously. In 2014 this period is already increased to $k = 10$ minutes: 50% of the duration of a mission.

In addition, the scale of the simulation has increased. Outdoor maps with a size of 1km by 1km have been created, which is close to the size of the maps used in the agent competition. Yet, the game engine is not (yet) able to simulate 100 robots, including their sensory payload, in this environment.

4 Future Directions

In the short term the league could step-by-step be further developed towards the diverse situations which could be encountered during a disaster. An example is the introduction of a smoke simulator in the agent competition, comparable with the smoke simulator introduced in the virtual robot competition [26].

The RoboCup federation formulates the goal of the Rescue Simulation League as follows: The purpose of the RoboCup Rescue Simulation league is twofold. First, it aims to develop simulators that form the infrastructure of the simulation system and emulate realistic phenomena predominant in disasters. Second, it aims to develop intelligent agents and robots that are given the capabilities of the main actors in a disaster response scenario. On the one hand side, because the virtual robot competition simulates the real robot competition, it is in line with this purpose. But, the competition requires advanced skills in perception, mapping and exploration while multi-agent researchers want to concentrate on decision making at the exploration level. On the other hand side, the agent competition has brought the planning and high-level decision making to another level. The competition has been proven to be a stable benchmark for a select group of researchers. Still, it remains one of our goals to integrate the agent competition with the virtual robot competition, and aim to improve our simulator so that it can contribute the results in the real world.

5 Conclusion

In RoboCup, the rescue simulation league allows many academic teams without the resources to travel with several rescue robots over the world to contribute to the developments in this field. Many researchers have contributed to this league in the past. Therefore, we have to decide the direction of our community so as to be sufficient for both new and established researchers. To differentiate from
the soccer simulation, our purposes should be directed to the contributions for real world through our simulations. The competition was initiated to show that the robotics community could contribute with a social relevant application. The league will continue to contribute to RoboCup and the real world by keeping innovating.
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